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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to theoretically account for business cycle asymmetries of
deepness and steepness.    The former means that recessions are deeper than expansions
are  tall,  and  the  latter  that  recessions  are  steeper  than  expansions.    In  this  paper  I
introduce  the  process  of  technology  diffusion  and  learning  like  general  purpose
technology  in  the  framework  of  real  business  cycles.    I  assume  that  a  positive
technology shock diffuses over the economy with some time lag, while a negative one
does without any lag.    Generally, a positive shock can be literally interpreted as an
innovation  to  technology.    Economic  agents  may  take  some  time  to  adopt  a  new
technology and learn how to use the technology efficiently.    In contrast, a negative
shock can immediately decrease the level or growth of productivity.    No learning is
needed to suffer a loss of productivity induced by a negative shock.    A positive shock
makes the near-future level of productivity higher than the present level as a result of
technology  diffusion.    Because  of  intertemporal  substitution  behavior,  it  leads  to  a
recession in the present and then the subsequent expansion.    In contrast, a negative
innovation  is  assumed  to  immediately  generate  a  recession.    When  an  S-shaped
diffusion is assumed, a positive shock can induce a deeper and steeper recession.    This
gives a theoretical explanation of deepness and steepness asymmetries.
Keywords: Technology Diffusion; Intertemporal Substitution; Real Business Cycles.
JEL: E32, E37, O33.1
1. Introduction
Business Cycles are often characterized by a variety of types of asymmetries
or nonlinearities.    A pioneering work by Neftçi (1984) suggests that the unemployment
rate  displays  an  asymmetric  behavior  over  various  phases  of  the  business  cycle:
increases in the unemployment rate are sharper than declines.    There have been a lot of
empirical studies in business cycle asymmetries since then.    The kinds of asymmetries
I focus on in this paper are what are called “deepness” and “steepness” in Sichel (1993),
Ramsey  and  Rothman  (1996),  Verbrugge  (1997),  and  Razzak  (2001).    The  former
implies that recessions are deeper than expansions are tall, and the latter that recessions
are steeper than expansions.    Neftçi’s (1984) finding is a kind of steepness asymmetry.
Tables 1 and 2 report deepness and steepness asymmetries, respectively, for the US
economy in terms of conditional volatility of the Hodrick-Prescott filtered series and the
first difference of output, consumption investment, aggregate hours worked, and labor
productivity.
1    The  conditional  volatility  is  constituted  of  a  triple  of  statistics:  the
standard deviation defined in a standard way (labeled “Whole”), the standard deviation
confined to positive fluctuations (labeled “Pos.”), and the standard deviation confined to
negative fluctuations (labeled “Neg.”).    As shown in Table 1, negative fluctuations are
larger than positive ones in the Hodrick-Prescott filtered series, cyclical components, of
all aggregate variables except productivity.    This detects a deepness asymmetry.    A
similar finding is found with respect to the first difference, growth, of all aggregate
variables in Table 2.    This is a steepness asymmetry: negative growth is more rapid
                                                
1 For the Hodrick-Prescott filter, see Hodrick and Prescott (1997).2
than positive growth.
There are some theoretical models that try to explain some types of business
cycle asymmetries.    Chalkley and Lee (1998) provides a theoretical explanation of a
steepness asymmetry: the arrival of a recession is prompt, while the recovery from a
recession appears protracted.    Risk aversion on the part of economic agent prevents
them to act promptly on receiving good news, while it encourages them to act quickly
on receiving bad news.    Gilchrist and Williams (2000) develops a model with putty-
clay  technology,  in  which  capacity  constraints  result  in  asymmetrical  responses  to
shocks with recessions deeper than expansions: a deepness asymmetry.
The  purpose  of  this  paper  is  to  theoretically  account  for  deepness  and
steepness asymmetries, such as reported in Tables 1 and 2.    In this paper I introduce
the process of technology diffusion and learning like general purpose technology in a
standard real business cycle model.    General purpose technology is an interesting topic
in endogenous  economic growth  theory.   It focuses  on the  processes of  technology
innovation, adoption, diffusion, and learning with special emphasis on a variety of roles
they play in economic growth.    One feature of general purpose technology is described
as follows.    An innovation enables economic agents to have access to new technology;
however, they have to allocate some resources to learning activity to become skilled at
how  to  make  efficient  use  of  new  technology.    Some  models  relating  to  general
purpose technology have very interesting cyclical implications.    Such models include
Helpman  and  Trajtenberg  (1998a,  b),  Aghion  and  Howitt  (1998),  Klenow  (1998),
Helpman  and  Rangel  (1999),  Greenwood  and Jovanovic  (2001),  and Wälde  (2002),3
which suggest  that one-time technology  progress initially  generates a decline  in the
level  or  growth  of  productivity  and  output,  and  then  raise  productivity  and  output.
This is because economic agents divert more resources from production to learning and
adoption  of  new  technology  to  implement  it  just  after  an  innovation  occurs.    This
implication is very important for explaining deepness and steepness asymmetries.
The model I use in this paper is a real business cycle model characterized by
some kinds of technology diffusion process.    The only driving force of business cycles
is a technology shock.    I assume that a positive innovation to technology diffuses over
the economy with some time lag, while a negative one does without any time lag.    This
assumption  of  asymmetrical  diffusion  can  be  theoretically  justified  as  follows.    A
positive technology shock can be literally interpreted as an innovation to technology or
the invention of new technology.    Economic agents may take some time to adopt a new
technology and learn how to use the technology efficiently.    In contrast, a negative
shock can immediately decrease the level or growth of productivity.    For no learning is
needed to suffer a loss of productivity induced by a negative shock.    A positive t shock
in the present makes the near-future level of productivity higher than the present level as
a  result  of  technology  diffusion.    So  intertemporal  substitution  behavior  leads  to  a
recession  in  the  present  and  the  subsequent  expansion.    In  other  hands,  a  negative
shock immediately generates a recession.    A positive shock has much larger effects of
intertemporal substitution than a negative one, and so aggregate fluctuations are largely
induced by the former, not by the latter.    I use an S-shaped diffusion process as typical
for a positive technology shock, which implies that an innovation changes productivity4
gradually  just  after  the  innovation  occurs,  then  more  quickly,  and  finally  slow,  to
account for deepness and steepness asymmetries.
When  some  labor  effort  is  assumed  necessary  to  adopt  and  learn  new
technology for a positive shock, the above-mentioned intertemporal substitution is more
powerful, and so a positive innovation to technology give rise to a severer recession
before the subsequent expansion begins.    This is because labor effort is diverted from
production  activity  to  learning  activity  during  the  process  of  technology  diffusion.
Incorporating learning effort enhances the intertemporal substitution behavior due to
technology diffusion process.
This paper is organized as follows.    The next section explains the model I
use in this paper.    Section 3 accounts for calibration, by which the values of model
parameters are determined.    I consider three cases of the model different in technology
diffusion process to investigate cyclical implications of the distinct assumptions about
diffusion.    Section  4  gives  results  of  two  kinds  of  simulations:  impulse  response
functions and Monte Carlo simulations to show that the model can well mimic deepness
and steepness asymmetries.    The last section concludes this paper.
2. The Model
The  mode  I  use  in  this  paper  is  a  real  business  cycle  model  in  which  a
technology  shock,  the  only  driving  force  of  business  cycles,  follows  a  difference-
stationary  process,  such  as  King,  Plosser  and  Rebelo  (1988),  Christiano  and5
Eichenbaum (1990) and Hansen (1997).
2    I assume that an innovation to technology
affects the level of productivity through a technology diffusion process, which is given
by




Here  t   is  a  period  t  technology  shock  or  total  factor  productivity,  j ’s  are  the
parameters  measuring  technology  diffusion,  and  t   is  a  period  t  innovation  to
technology and a serially uncorrelated process with mean zero and standard deviation  .
I assume




which imply that the complete diffusion of new technology takes T periods, that is, a
new technology, described by an innovation  t, penetrates gradually into the economy
over T periods.    In order to understand the diffusion given by (1) better, it is helpful to
imagine two extreme cases.    One has  0 = 1 and  j =0 for all j’s except 0, in which
(2-1)  is  reduced  to  a  random  walk  process:  an  innovation  immediately  changes
productivity.   The other case, which assumes  T =1 and  j =0 for all j’s except T,
implies that an innovation to technology affects productivity with a T period lag for
                                                
2 They assume that technology shocks follow a random walk.6
diffusion or implementation.
3    I assume an exogenous diffusion process in that  j ’s are
parameters, and not endogenous variables.
Period t output  yt is produced according to the production function




where  kt  is  the  beginning  of  period  t  capital  stock,  nt  is  period  t  employment
(0 £ nt £ 1),  ht is period t hours worked per employment (0 £ ht £ 1), and  et is the
period t level of labor effort (et > 0).    The Solow residual (in logarithm) corresponds to
a technology  shock  t   plus  the  log  of  effort  et.    The production function  (2-2) is
characterized  by  increasing  returns  to  scale  and  constant  returns  to  hours  per
employment  ht.    These  features  can  be  rationalized  by  thinking  (2-2)  to  be  the
reduced-form  representation  of  a  particular  technology  relating  to  variable  capital
utilization.    The production function (2-2) can be rewritten as
(2-3) yt = f( t,kt,nt,ht,et) = A(exp t)
1- (ktht) (nthtet)
1- .
As in Bils and Cho (1994), I assume that, if individuals work longer hours per week, the
utilization  of  the  capital  they  operate  increases  in  proportion  to  hours.
4    We  can
                                                
3 In another interpretation, economic agents can know the T-Period future value of a
technology shock beforehand.
4 I identify the capital utilization rate with hours per week, as in Bils and Cho (1994).7
consider  ktht and  nthtet to be the true measures of capital and labor production services,
respectively, and see that (2-3) displays constant returns to scale.    This is consistent
with empirical findings by Burnside, Eichenbaum and Rebelo (1995), Basu (1996), and
Basu and  Kimball (1997) that,  allowing for variable  utilization, returns to  scale are
about constant in contrast with increasing returns without variable utilization.
The stock of capital  kt evolves according to
(2-4) kt+1 = (1 - )k t + i t ,
where   is the constant depreciation rate of capital, and  it is period t gross investment.
The aggregate resource constraint is given by
(2-5) yt = ct + it,
where  ct is period t consumption.
The  model  economy  is  populated  by  a  large  number  of  infinitely-lived
individuals.    The period t instantaneous utility function of the representative individual
is given by




                                                                                                                                              
For the explicit treatment of decision on the capital utilization rate, see Greenwood,
Hercowitz and Huffman (1988), Finn (1995), and Burnside and Eichenbaum (1996).8
Here  lt  is  period  t  learning  effort (lt > 0),  part  of  labor  effort diverted  to  learning
activity for a new technology,  Bj > 0 and  j ³1.    Note that a rise in learning effort
decreases the marginal utility, or increases the marginal disutility, of production effort et,
and so it discourages individuals from working hard in production activity.    We assume
that learning effort has some relation to the diffusion of new technology given by (2-1)
as follows:




Here  j ’s  are  the  parameters  relating  a  new  technology,  which  is  described  by  an
innovation  t , to learning effort  lt.    I assume




The parameter d measures the magnitude of effort needed to learn (d ³0).
In the presence of complete markets, it is straightforward to show that the







subject to (2-1), (2-2) and (2-4)-(2-6) by choice of contingency plans for  {kt+1,nt,ht,et},
t³ 0.    Here E is the expectation operator, and   is the subjective discount factor.
3. Calibration
As in standard real business cycle models, we select values for parameters by
calibration, that is, to make the steady state of the model consistent with average values
for  aggregate  variables  and  with  various  microeconomic  observations.
5    Because
technology  shocks  follow  a  difference-stationary process  (2-1)  like  a  random  walk,
some variables are not stationary, and so the model has no steady state.    As in King,
Plosser  and  Rebelo  (1988)  and  Hansen  (1997),  we  can  transform  the  model  into  a
stationary one by substituting the stationary variables  ˆ  y  t = yt / exp t-1,  ˆ  c  t =ct / exp t-1,
ˆ  i  t = it / exp t-1, and  ˆ  k  t = kt / exp t-1.
The labor share   and the capital depreciation rate   are set at 0.36 and 0.025,
respectively, on the basis of direct empirical evidence.    The discount factor   of 0.99
implies  the  steady-state  quarterly  real  interest  rate  of  about  one  percent.    These
parameter  values  are  the  same  as  in  standard  real  business  cycle  models.    Before
determining the other parameters, we set the steady state values of output, employment,
hours  per  employment,  and  labor  effort to  1,  0.75,  0.44,  and  1,  respectively.   The
normalization of output and effort makes calibration computationally easier, and has no
                                                
5 The steady state is defined as the solution to a nonstochastic version of (2-7), in which
an innovation  t  to technology is fixed to the mean of zero.10
effects on cyclical properties of the model.    The normalization of output determines the
scale parameter A:  A =1.18183.  
We set the parameters  1,  2 and  3 as follows.    From the first order conditions:
u / ct × f / nt + u / nt = 0,
u / ct × f / ht + u / ht = 0,
u / ct × f / et + u / et = 0,
we have the relations between employment  nt, hours per employment  ht, and labor
effort  et:
lnnt = Const.+ 2 / 1 ×lnht,
lnnt = Const.+ 3 / 1 ×lnet.
As seen in the above relations, the ratios of the parameters govern the relative volatility
of employment, hours, and effort.    In addition the absolute levels determine the size of
responses of employment, hours, and effort to shocks.    As  1,  2 and  3 become
smaller, the responses of employment, hours, and effort become larger, respectively, to a
shock of a given size.    We experiment with  1= 2.25,  2 = 3.45, and  3=1.5 in
light of the US relative volatility of employment, hours, and the Solow residual.
6    This
                                                
6  As  shown  below,  most  part  of  fluctuations in  the  Solow  residual  is  explained  by
fluctuations in effort.11
results in  B1 = 0.730755,  B2 = 6.62112, and  B3 = 0.573787.
I investigate and compare some cases of the model with different values of
j’s and  j ’s.    These parameters characterize the time profiles of technology diffusion
and  labor effort  needed for  learning, respectively.    I  use three  patterns of  diffusion.
One is an S-shaped diffusion, as reported in some empirical studies.
7, which is given by
(3-1) 0 = 8 =1/46 »0.0217391,
1 = 7 = 2/46 »0.0434783,
2 = 6 = 4 / 46 » 0.0869565,
3 = 5 =8/46 »0.173913,
4 = 16/ 46 » 0.347826.
8
This implies that an innovation changes productivity gradually just after the innovation
occurs, then more quickly, and finally slow again.    The other two specifications are
mentioned above in the previous section.    One is a random walk, which implies that an
innovation changes productivity without any time lag:
                                                
7  For  example,  see  Lippi  and  Reichlin  (1994).    Andolfatto  and  MacDonald  (1998)
applies S-shaped diffusion to a macroeconomic model to explain key features of post-
war aggregate fluctuations.
8 Throughout this paper we assume T=8.    This implies that technology diffusion takes
two years because one period in the model corresponds to one quarter.    I will give
some justification of the assumption below.12
(3-2) 0 = 1 and  j =0 for all j except 0.
The other is a non-gradual diffusion with time lag:
(3-3) 8 =1 and  j =0 for all j except 8.
This implies that an innovation to technology changes productivity with time lag of
eight periods.    Panel (a) of Figure 2 plots the three diffusion processes as responses of
productivity to a positive innovation.  
The  asymmetrical  treatment  of  the  technology  diffusion  process  is  very
important.    I assume the diffusion of a positive technology shock to be quite different
from that of a negative shock.    Generally, a positive technology shock can be literally
interpreted  as  an  innovation  to  technology  or  the  invention  of  new  technology.
Economic agents may take some time to adopt a new technology and learn how to use
the technology efficiently.    In contrast, a negative shock can immediately decrease the
level or growth of productivity.    No learning is needed to suffer a loss of productivity
induced  by  a  negative  shock.    So  I  assume that  a  positive  shock  diffuses over  the
economy with some time lag, that is, through the S-shaped diffusion (3-1) or the non-
gradual diffusion (3-3), while a negative shock follows a random walk reflected in (3-
2).
9
                                                
9  Do  not  forget  that  an  innovation  t   to  technology  is  still  a  white  noise,  and  so
symmetrical.13
I use one specification for the parameters  j ’s determining the time profile of
learning effort.    Consistent with an S-shaped technology diffusion given by (3-1), it
has a reverse-S-shaped pattern:
0 =1,
1 = 45 / 46 »0.978261,
2 = 43 / 46 »0.934783,
3 =39 / 46 »0.847826,
4 =31/ 46 » 0.673913
5 =15/46 »0.326087,
6 = 7 / 46 » 0.152174,
7 = 3/46» 0.0652174,
8 =1/ 46 »0.0217391.





which implies that labor effort needed for learning is an increase function in the gap
between the present level of productivity and the highest productivity provided by a
new  technology.    Panel  (b)  of  Figure  2  plots  the  dynamics  of  learning  effort  as14
responses to a positive innovation to technology.  
The parameter d measures the magnitude of labor effort for learning.   As d is
larger, more effort is needed for learning.    It is set to a positive value for a positive
technology shock in some cases, and to zero for a negative shock in all cases.    This is
because some effort is needed for learning new technology, and no effort is necessary to
adjust to a decline in productivity.
In  order  to  investigate  cyclical  implications  of  the  above-mentioned
assumptions about technology diffusion, I compare simulation results in three different
cases, characterized as follows.
• S-shaped diffusion case: the S-shaped diffusion (3-1) for a positive shock, a random
walk (3-2) for a negative shock, and no labor effort for learning (d=0).
• Non-gradual diffusion case: the non-gradual diffusion (3-3) for a positive shock, a
random walk (3-2) for a negative shock, and no labor effort for learning (d=0).
• Learning effort case: the S-shaped diffusion (3-1) and labor effort needed for learning
(d=10) for a positive shock, and a random walk (3-2) and no labor effort for learning
(d=0) for a negative shock.
Notice that a negative shock follows a random walk in all cases, as mentioned above.
The only parameter that remains to be determined is the standard deviation 
of an innovation to technology shock.    It is determined to equate the model volatility
of output to the US volatility.    We have  = 0.00227 in the S-shaped diffusion case,15
= 0.00163 in the non-gradual diffusion case, and  = 0.000483 in the learning effort
case, as shown in Table 1.
4. Simulation Results
I  numerically  compute  the  solution  to  (2-7)  by  constructing  a  quadratic
approximation of the utility function around the steady state and doing the recursive
computation of the matrix Riccati equation in dynamic programming.
10    The solution
governs the movements of the control variables as linear functions of the state variables.
The period t control variables  are employment  nt, hours per employment  ht, labor
effort  et,  and  the  beginning  of  period  t+1  capital  stock  ˆ  k  t+1.
11    The period  t  state
variables are the period t and past innovations to technology  t-j , j=0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, and the beginning of period t capital stock  ˆ  k  t.
As  mentioned  in  the  pervious  section,  I  assume  the  technology  diffusion
processes for positive and negative shocks to be different in the values of the parameters
j ’s governing diffusion, and sometimes the parameter d measuring the magnitude of
labor  effort needed  for  learning.    So  the  solutions  to  the  model  are  conditional  on
whether a technology shock is positive or negative.    This implies that the responses of
aggregate variable to a positive shock are not the same as to a negative shock, which
gives an explanation for business cycle asymmetries.
                                                
10 For a quadratic-linear problem and the matrix Riccati equation, see Sargent (1987).
11 The capital stock, as well as some other variables, has been converted into a stationary
variable  ˆ  k  t, as explained in the previous section.16
I perform two kinds of simulations: impulse response functions and Monte
Carlo  simulations.    Figures  3-5  show  impulse  responses  of  some  variables  to  one-
standard-deviation positive innovations to technology for the three cases: the S-shaped
diffusion case, the non-gradual diffusion case, and the learning effort case, respectively.
The variables in question are output, consumption, investment, aggregate hours, labor
productivity, the Solow residual, labor effort and a technology shock.    The positive
innovations are assumed to occur once for all in period zero.
As  shown  in  Figures  3-5  for  all  cases,  interestingly  positive  technology
shocks generate a recession, a decrease in output and other variables, just after they
occur,  and  then  the  subsequent  recovery  and  expansion.    This  is  a  result  of
intertemporal  substitution  behavior  by  individuals.    Just  after  a  positive  technology
shock happens, individuals find themselves to face temporarily low productivity in the
present and then to enjoy high productivity in the near future due to the shock.    This is
because  it  is  some  periods  before  new  technology  improves  productivity  through
technology diffusion or learning.    Intertemporal optimizing leads to less intensive work
in production in the present periods and hard work in the future periods.    This is the
mechanism  through  which  a  positive  shock  generates  a  recession,  rather  than  an
expansion.    The responses of consumption are unrealistically too small in all cases, as
shown in Panel (a) of Figures 3-5, because of excess smoothing, such as often seen in
some  neoclassical  life  cycle  models  of  consumption.
12    Note  that  most  part  of
                                                
12 See Attanasio (1999).  17
fluctuations in the Solow residual are explained by variations in labor effort, and not by
a technology shock.    In addition Panel (e) of Figure 5 gives responses of learning effort
as well as labor effort for production.
Figure 6 plots responses of output and the Solow residual in all cases to both
positive and negative shocks of the same size for comparison.    The key feature is that a
positive shock has mush larger effects than a negative one.    From this I see that much
larger part of fluctuations in theses variables are due to a positive shock, and not to a
negative one.    This  is true for other variables excluding consumption, which is too
smooth.
The shapes of impulse responses suggest an explanation of business cycle
asymmetries:  deepness  and  steepness.    As  mentioned  above,  a  positive  technology
shock  is  much  more  important  than  a  negative  one  for  accounting  for  aggregate
fluctuations.    So  by  focusing  on  responses  to  positive  shocks,  I  get  some  useful
information of whether the model can account for such asymmetries or not.    Figures 3
and 5 show that the S-shaped diffusion case and the learning effort case have similar
response functions in shape.    Introducing the assumption of labor effort needed for
learning gives no significant difference in the shapes of responses.    In these cases a
positive shock initially generates a deeper and more rapid decline in aggregate variables,
and then a moderate and gradual expansion.    From this I guess that these cases can
mimic both deepness and steepness asymmetries.    This will be confirmed below in
results of Monte Carlo simulations.    From Figure 4 I imagine that, unlike these cases,
the non-gradual diffusion case cannot reproduce a steepness asymmetry.    In this case a18
positive shock gradually decreases aggregate variables first of all, and than increases
them quickly.   This will also turn out to be true below.
Tables 1 and 2 report business cycle asymmetries of deepness and steepness,
respectively, for the model and US economy in terms of conditional volatility of the
Hodrick-Prescott  filtered  series  and  the  first  difference  of  output,  consumption
investment, aggregate hours worked, and labor productivity.   As explained in Section 1,
the conditional volatility is made up of a triple of statistics: Whole (volatility of all
fluctuations), Pos. (volatility of positive fluctuations), and Neg. (volatility of negative
fluctuations).    For  the model  volatility is  the  sample means  of 100  trials in  Monte
Carlo simulations, and figures in parentheses are how many trials positive or negative
fluctuations are larger over 100 trials.    For example, as shown in Table 1, output is
more volatile in positive fluctuations on 14 trials, and in negative ones on 86 trials over
100 trials for the S-shaped diffusion case of the model.    When negative fluctuations are
larger than positive ones on 59 and more trials and on 63 and more trials, a deepness or
steepness asymmetry is significant at the 5 % and 1 % level, respectively, in the one-
sided binomial test.    Deepness and Steepness asymmetries are reflected in findings that
negative fluctuations are larger than positive ones in the Hodrick-Prescott filtered series
and in the first difference, respectively.  
The  US  economy  displays  a  deepness  asymmetry  for  all  variables  except
productivity and a steepness asymmetry for all variables, as reported in Tables 1 and 2.
As shown  in Table  1, all cases of the model can  reproduce a deepness asymmetry:
negative fluctuations are larger than negative ones in cyclical components, with some19
exceptions,  which  I  guessed  from  the  shapes  of  impulse  response  functions  above.
One exception is that a deepness asymmetry for consumption is not significant in the S-
shaped  diffusion  case  and  the  non-gradual  diffusion  case.
13    Note  that  a  deepness
asymmetry is detected for productivity in all cases, while it is not for the US economy.
Interestingly a steepness asymmetry is found that negative fluctuations are larger than
negative ones in growth for all variables in the S-shaped diffusion case and the learning
effort case, and not in the non-gradual diffusion case, as shown in Table 2.    This is
consistent with the imagination I had from the shapes of impulse responses.  
From the above-mentioned simulation results I see that S-shaped technology
diffusion is very important for accounting for both deepness and steepness asymmetries
at the same time.    Surprisingly the successful explanation of asymmetry is mainly due
to dominant intertemporal substitution effects of a positive technology shock: a positive
shock can generate both a deeper and more rapid recession and the subsequent moderate
and  gradual  expansion  when  an  S-shaped  diffusion  is  assumed.    This  finding  is
compatible with an empirical result reported in Wynne and Balke (1992) and Balke and
Wynne (1996) that there is a statistical significant relationship between the depth of a
recession and growth in the first 12 months of the subsequent recovery.    The model has
a  similar  implication  of  such  a  relationship, as  suggested  by  impulse  response  to  a
positive shock in Figures 3-5.    The finding implies that a recession is more likely to
precede an expansion than an expansion precedes a recession.    This corresponds to a
                                                
13 This can be explained partially by excess smoothing of consumption, described by too
small volatility of consumption, which was referred to above in this section.20
kind of asymmetry we call “duration dependence,” as shown in empirical studies by
Durland  and McCurdy  (1994) and  Kim  and Nelson  (1998,  1999), that  the longer  a
recession persists, the more likely the economy is to recover from the recession, while
there is no relationship between the length of an expansion and the probability that it
will end.    The results of theses empirical studies, at least partially, justify me in some
assumptions about technology diffusion, including the S-shaped diffusion which takes
eight  quarters  only  for  a  positive  technology  shock.    Because,  without  theses
assumptions, the mode cannot generate implications of business cycle asymmetry which
are compared to the results given by theses empirical studies.
5. Concluding Remarks
In this paper I use a real business cycle model characterized by technology
diffusion to account for business cycle asymmetries of deepness and steepness.    It is
interesting that a positive technology shock is much more important than a negative one
because  much  larger  part  of  aggregate  fluctuations  are  due  to  the  former  through
intertemporal substitution behavior by economic agents, and because the former can
produce  a  recession and  the  subsequent  expansion.    An  S-shaped diffusion is  very
helpful in explaining both asymmetries simultaneously.    When it is assumed, a positive
shock can induce a deeper and steeper recession.    This gives a theoretical explanation
of deepness and steepness asymmetries.21
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Table 1.    Deepness, Conditional Volatility (Standard Deviation), HP Filtered, Quarterly, 1967-1991*
US S-Shaped Diffusion Non-Gradual Diffusion Learning Effort
Whole Pos. Neg. Whole Pos. Neg. Whole Pos. Neg. Whole Pos. Neg.
Output 1.77 1.57 2.00 1.77 1.65 1.90 1.77 1.71 1.84 1.77 1.65 1.90
(14) (86) (24) (76) (16) (84)
Consumption 1.34 1.26 1.40 0.20 0.21 0.20 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.21 0.19 0.22
(45) (55) (42) (58) (27) (73)
Investment 8.27 6.84 9.78 6.87 6.12 7.68 6.73 6.29 7.19 6.83 6.14 7.57
(8) (92) (9) (91) (9) (91)
Aggregate Hours 1.62 1.42 1.87 1.26 1.16 1.36 1.24 1.21 1.27 1.24 1.15 1.32
(13) (87) (37) (63) (16) (84)
Productivity 1.01 1.09 0.92 0.54 0.51 0.57 0.55 0.52 0.59 0.56 0.52 0.60
(21) (79) (12) (88) (16) (84)
0.00227 0.00163 0.000483
* Volatility for the model is the sample means for 100 simulations.     is the standard deviation of an innovation to a technology shock
we set to make the model volatility of output equal to the US volatility.    Figures in parentheses are how many trials positive or negative
fluctuations are larger over 100 trials.26
Table 2.    Steepness, Conditional Volatility (Standard Deviation), First Difference, Quarterly, 1967-1991*
US S-Shaped Diffusion Non-Gradual Diffusion Learning Effort
Whole Pos. Neg. Whole Pos. Neg. Whole Pos. Neg. Whole Pos. Neg.
Output 0.95 0.90 1.00 1.21 1.12 1.33 1.65 2.34 1.12 1.16 0.98 1.37
(4) (96) (100) (0) (0) (100)
Consumption 0.73 0.68 0.77 0.12 0.11 0.13 0.12 0.14 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
(15) (85) (97) (3) (57) (43)
Investment 5.03 4.57 5.49 4.82 4.37 5.31 6.31 9.11 4.26 4.55 3.86 5.33
(2) (98) (100) (0) (0) (100)
Aggregate Hours 1.18 1.10 1.26 0.88 0.80 0.96 1.16 1.68 0.78 0.81 0.70 0.94
(4) (96) (100) (0) (0) (100)
Productivity 1.22 1.21 1.23 0.35 0.32 0.38 0.49 0.66 0.35 0.35 0.29 0.43
(13) (87) (100) (0) (0) (100)
* Volatility for the model is the sample means for 100 simulations.    Figures in parentheses are how many trials positive or negative
fluctuations are larger over 100 trials.27








Solid Line: Deepness Asymmetrical Cycles







Solid Line: Steepness Asymmetrical Cycle
Dashed Line: Symmetrical Cycles28
Figure 2.    Technology Diffusion and Learning Effort
(a) Technology Diffusion







Thick Line: Non-Gradual Diffusion with Time Lag
Thin Line: S-Shaped Diffusion
Dashed Line: Random Walk
(b) Learning Effort







Figure 3.    Impulse Responses to Positive Shock, S-Shaped Diffusion*
(a)

















* Characterized by S-shaped technology diffusion and no labor effort for learning.30
Figure 3.    Impulse Responses to Positive Shock, S-Shaped Diffusion, Continued
(c)







Thin Line: Aggregates Hours
Dashed Line: Labor Productivity
(d)









Thick Line: Solow Residual
Thin Line: Labor Effort
Dashed Line: Technology Shock31
Figure 4.    Impulse Responses to Positive Shock, Non-Gradual Diffusion*
(a)


















* Characterized by non-gradual technology diffusion with time lag and no labor effort
for learning.32
Figure  4.    Impulse  Responses  to  Positive  Shock,  Non-Gradual  Diffusion,
Continued
(c)








Thin Line: Aggregates Hours
Dashed Line: Labor Productivity
(d)





Thick Line: Solow Residual
Thin Line: Labor Effort
Dashed Line: Technology Shock33
Figure 5.    Impulse Responses to Positive Shock, Learning Effort*
(a)

















* Characterized by S-shaped technology diffusion and labor effort for learning.34
Figure 5.    Impulse Responses to Positive Shock, Learning Effort, Continued
(c)







Thin Line: Aggregates Hours
Dashed Line: Labor Productivity
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Thick Line: Solow Residual
Thin Line: Labor Effort
Dashed Line: Technology Shock35
Figure 5.    Impulse Responses to Positive Shock, Learning Effort, Continued
(e)








Thick Line: Learning Effort
Thin Line: Production Effort36
Figure  6.    Impulse  Responses  of  Output  and  Solow  Residual  to  Positive  and
Negative Shocks*
(a) S-Shaped Diffusion














* Thick Line: Output (Positive Shock), Thin Line: Output (Negative Shock), Dashed
Line: Solow Residual (Positive Shock), Dotted Line: Solow Residual (Negative Shock).37
Figure  6.    Impulse  Responses  of  Output  and  Solow  Residual  to  Positive  and
Negative Shocks, Continued
(c) Learning Effort
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